
The Wisconsin Survey
AERIFICATION1994: Today's Techniques

and Tomorrow's Trends
By Robert J. Erdahl

Close your eyes for a moment and
pretend you are back in 1989. Imagine
you are sitting in the audience at the
XYZ Turi Conference and Dr. Root is
presenting a summary of his work with
a machine that blasts holes in the soil
with high pressure water. "Core aerifi-
cation may be a thing of the past!" Dr.
Root proudly concludes. You nudqe
your friend next to you with your elbow
and whisper, "I hear Dr. Root's reputa-
tion for growing grass is matched only
by his penchant for smoking it!" Dr.
Root leaves the podium 10a polite, but
less than enthusiastic, round of
applause.

The next speaker is Joe Tine, a golf
course superintendent from Compac-
tion Country Club. His topic is "Aerffi-
cation-The Deeper, The Setter." You
turn to your buddy and say, "Now
we're getting somewhere!" After the
lights go down and the first few slides
have been shown, however, your
buddy has to reach over and lift your
jaw off of the floor and check your
pulse to see if a call to 911 is neces-
sary. You are in shock because Mr.
Tine has just shown pictures of a trac-
tor-powered machine punching huge
holes in a putting green. "Take my
word for it," Mr. Tine assures his audi-
ence, "The putting surface is as good
as new in less than two days!" That's
it! Enough of Dr. Root and Mr. Tine.
You leave the room to get some fresh
air and hopefully some sense back
into your head.

Fast forward now to 1994. You are
standing on your ninth putting green.
In front of you are two machines; one
is blasting holes with high pressure
bursts of water and the second is
punching holes that could swallow a
rolled up newspaper. And guess
what? You are trying to decide which
one to buy! What seemed impossible
and/or crazy just a few years ago is
about to become a part of your normal
aerification program. Yet, how can you
be sure that these new machines are
truly better than your current aerinca-

tion technique and not just a different
and more costly approach to the same
end result? Even after a demonstra-
tion on your own golf course, you may
still have lingering concerns. Well,
how about asking some other golf
course superintendents what they
think about the current and future
state of aerification equipment and
techniques. Better yet, why not let me
ask the questions. That's right, it's
time for another survey! My subject
this time is "Aerification 1994: Today's
Techniques and Tomorrow's Trends."

I realize my introduction to this
article takes a rather flippant view of
some recent changes in aerification
equipment. There is no doubt in my
mind, however, that aerification is one
of the single most important aspects of
a successful golf course management
program. And while we all know the
agronomic reasons for aerification, I
think most of us could benefit from the
aerification experiences of our fellow
WGCSA members. With this in mind, I
sent out the 1994 Aerification Survey
to fifty superintendents at all different
types of Wisconsin golf courses-
private, daily fee, resort and municipal.
Many thanks are due the thirty-two
superintendents who took the time to
fill out and return the surveys. It is

their answers that make this article
possible.

The 1994 Aerification Survey is
divided into four subjects: Putting
Greens, Tees, Fairways and Roughs.
For each subject, the following ques-
tions were asked:

1. When do you aerify?
2. What machine(s) do you use?
3. What type of tine(s) do you use?
4. How do you handle your cores?
5. Do you use a soil amendment?
6. Do you overseed in conjunction

with aerification?
7. Do you fertilize in conjunction with

aerification?
8. Any additional comments?
9. What would you like to have to

make your aerification program
more successful?

I think the best place to begin our
aerification discussion is putting
greens. Why? Well, for most of us,
putting greens provide our biggest
aerification challenge. And like many
other aspects of golf course manage-
ment, aerification techniques used on
putting greens always seem to filter
down and show up in our tee and fair-
way aerification programs.

While I waited for the surveys to be
returned, t took some time to look
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TABLE 1

Comparison of Machines Used for
PuUing Green Aerification in the

1989 and 1994 Wisconsin Surveys

Machine 1989' 1994'
CoreMaster , a
Floyd·McKay t
Jacobsen AeroKing t
Ryan Greensaire " "Ryan GA-60 2
Tore Greens Aerator tz t t
Toro Hydroject ,
veru-nreo 6'

Value. indicate number of gOlf oourses in each category.
Golf courses may be listed more ll1an Once in each year,
'25 golf courses wefe surveyed In 1009,
'32 golf courses were surveyed in 1994,
'Only four punlng greens were aerifioo
'Two golf oourses aerified selec1ed putljng green •.

back at the "Putting Green Manage-
ment" article I wrote for the July!
August 1989 issue of THE GRASS
ROOTS. As I reviewed the segment
on aerification, I wondered how many
changes in putting green aerification I
was going to discover in my 1994 aeri-
tlcatlon Survey. If the answers on my
own survey were any indication, things
had changed quite a bit in the last five
years.

As the surveys began to come in, it
didn't take a genius to conclude that
putting green aerification had indeed
come a long way in five years. To see
just how far, let's take a look at the
three Tables (1, 2 and 3) that compare
the three questions that were asked in
both the 1989 and 1994 surveys.
Before taking a look at the numbers, I
must point out that the 1989 survey
only had twenty-five respondents, so
direct comparisons with the 1994 sur-
vey are not always possible.

As you can see in Table 1, the
number of different types of machines
used to aerify putting greens in-
creased from three in 1989 to eight in
1994. It appears that the three ma-
chines used in 1989 still maintain their
popularity in 1994. However, the num-
bers clearly show a shift to the more
high-tech aerification offered by the
Taro Hydroject and the Verti-Draln's
deep line approach to aerification. In
addition, two superintendents are suc-
cessfully using Ryan GA-60s on their
putting greens. A GA-60 on putting
greens! Those guys have a lot more
chutzpa than I do! Also note that one
superintendent was happy with the
results after aerifying four of his prob-
lem putting greens with the Floyd-
McKay unit. And oh yes, the Jacobsen
AeroKing was able to crack into the
survey at one golf course.

The scheduling of putting green

TABLE 2

Comparison of Scheduling for
PuUing Green Aerification in the

1989 and 1994 Wisconsin Surveys

Time 01 Year 19B9' 1994'
Aprit 0 4
May· Before Memorial Day 3 B
Week after Memorial Day 9 2
June 17 5
JUly 0 5
August 0 7
Labor Day-September 15 10 10
After September 1S 4 10
Once a month, May-September 0 3

Values indicate number of goK Courses in each oategary.
Golf courses may be liSled mare lhan onae in each year,
'25 galf caurses were surveyed In f 989.
'32 galt caurses were sUNeyad In 1994.

aerification has changed quite dramat-
ically since 1989. Table 2 shows us
that putting green aerification has
been moved closer to both ends of the
golfing season by many superinten-
dents. Unfortunately, this seems to be
based on the need to stay out of the
golfers' way rather than any newly dis-
covered agronomic principles. Just
take a look at April. We used to aerify
putting greens in April for only one
reason-winterkill. Now, four golf
courses actually plan their putting
green aerification that early! Also look
at the relationship of Memorial Day to
putting green aerification. For many of
us, the week after Memorial Day used
to be a perfect time to aerify our
putting greens. Not any more; now
many superintendents are aerifying
their putting greens before Memorial
Day-in many cases in very early
May. Skipping past June, July and
August for a moment, let's look at the
numbers for September. While the
week immediately following Labor Day
remains popular, the latter part of
September has now become the time
for putting green aerification at many
golf courses. Once again, putting
green aerification has been pushed
out of the way of the qolters.

Let's return now to June, July and
August. Who actually schedules
putting green aerificalion in the sum-
mer? That's right, the boys (Sorry, not
politically correct!) with the Taro
Hydrojects! All five superintendents
with Taro Hydrojects have a summer
putting greens aerification schedule
that calls for monthly or as needed
treatments. The two extra golf courses
listed in August always try to core aeri-
fy their putting greens right before their
summer employees go back to school.
The last schedule listed in Table 2 is
for the three Taro Hydroject owners
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TABLE 3

Comparison of Tine Sizes Used in
Putting Green Aerification in the

1989 and 1994 Wisconsin Surveys

Tine Size 1989' 1994'
1/4"Ouadranne , ,
YB' a ,
1/2' te re
5/8" a 4
Y4" 0 a-

Values indicafe number 01 golf courses in eaoh category.
Golf ccursea may be li.ted more than once In each year
'25 galf courses were 8uNeyoo In 1989.
'32 golf courses were sUNeyoo In 1994.
'Two go" oourses use 112" solid lines on the Verti-Drain.
"Alllhree golf oourses use 314· sal>d tines an Ihe Venl-
Drain,

who also use their machines in May
and September.

One final comment about the re-
sults in Table 2. Hidden in the num-
bers is the fact that in the 1989 survey
only two golf courses aerified their
putting greens twice in a single sea-
son. In 1994, there are ten golf
courses that plan on core aerifying
their putting greens twice. In addition,
all seven Taro Hydroject owners will
be using their machines to make mul-
tiple aerifications of their putting
greens. And finally, there is one super-
intendent that Verti-Drains in the
Spring and uses conventional core
aerification in the Fall.

The final comparison between the
1989 and 1994 surveys is summa-
rized in Table 3. The results show that
W' tines are still the favorite for core
aerification of putting greens. Note that
two golf courses listed in the 1994 if"
tine category use ~" solid tines mount-
ed on the Verti-Drain. The increase in
the use of X" quadra tines is due main-
ly to the desire of superintendents to
overseed bentgrass into small, shal-
low aerifier holes. In the y." tine cate-
gory, all three golf courses use the
solid %" tine with the Verti-Drain.

Before I move on, I feel it is neces-
sary to expand a little on the use of the
Taro Hydroject and the Verti-Drain.
These two machines seem to be
changing the way many superinten-
dents approach putting green aerifica-
tion (do I detect a couple of Band-
wagons?), so I think some further
comments are prudent.

In the case of Taro's Hydroject,
three owners are planning to entirely
eliminate core aerificaticn of putting
greens unless it becomes absolutely
necessary. Two other users have
plans to core aerify their putting
greens in either Spring or Fall in addi-



TABLE 4

Top Dressing Material Used
to Fill Putting Green

Aerification Holes in the
1994 Wisconsin Survey

Material

80-10-10 Mix
80-20 Mix
Badger Mining BB7
USGA Spec Sand
Lakeshore TOS 2150
Waupaca Sand

No. of Golf Courses
t

9,
r
9
2

tion to their use of the Hydrojeet. Still
another superintendent plans to use
the Hydroject all season long (May-
September) and supplement those
treatments by using the Coremaster
equipped with Y." quadra tines. The
final member of the "Hydroject Club"
has a long-range contingency plan
that calls for core aerification of the
putting greens every three years.

Does the Taro Hydroject really
work? Judging from the responses of
the seven superintendents in this sur-
vey, the Hydroject appears to be doing
a good job. Can it eliminate core aerifi-
cation of putting green? I think you
need a crystal ball to answer that
question.

Now let's take a look at the Verti-
Drain. I'll admit that I harbor a bit of
prejudice on this subject because I
have used the Verti-Drain for the past
two years on my putting greens and
have been very happy with the results.
I use W' solid tines; but three of my
braver colleagues prefer to use the '%"
solid tine. One of the superintendents
that uses the larger solid tines also
core aerifies his putting greens in the
Fall. The other two golf courses that
use a Verti-Drain rely on it to alleviate
drainage problems in their poorest
putting greens. Now the two important
questions. Does the Verti-Drain work?
I think that both my own experience
and the results of the survey yield a
definite yes. Will use of the Verti-Drain
eliminate the need for conventional
core aerification of putting greens? I
think I'll give that one a definite
maybe.

The treatment of aerifier cores
among the survey respondents is fairly
straightforward. Twenty-three superin-
tendents remove the cores entirely
and only two chop and drag the exist-
ing soil mix back into the aerifier holes.
Note that the two golf courses that
recycle their cores have a very high
sand content in their soil mixes. The
three golf courses that use the Taro

Hydroject along with the four Verti-
Drain users did not generate any aeri-
fier cores.

The summary of the top dressing
material used to fill the aerifier holes at
the twenty-four golf courses that fill
their aerifter holes with top dressing
and at the four golf courses that fill
their Verti-Drain holes with top dress-
ing is shown in Table 4. Straight sand
wins out over the sand-based mixes
by nineteen to ten. Among the sands,
Lakeshore TDS 2150 is the clear
favorite.

The correlation of fertilization to
putting green aerification in the survey
is as follows: Twenty golf courses fer-
tilize prior to aerification (one-two
weeks prior is typical). seven golf
courses fertilize during aerification
(their goal is to get the fertilize into the
aerify holes), and five golf courses do
not fertilize in conjunction with aerifica-
tion. II comes as no surprise that the
five golf courses that do not fertilize in
conjunction with aerification are the
ones using the Toro Hydroject; with
such little disruption of the putting sur-
face, there is no need to fertilize the
turlgrass to encourage it to grow over
the aeritier holes. The types of fertiliz-
ers used range from commercially
available "Greens Fertilizers" and
"Starter Fertilizers" to personalized
mixes that might include Milorganite,
potassium sulfate and monoammoni-
um phosphate. The rate of nitrogen
applied varied from 0.25-1.00 pounds
of nitrogen per thousand square feet.
One additional note on fertilizer, four
superintendents apply a granular wet-
ting agent in conjunction with aerffica-
tion in order to get it down into the aer-
ttier holes.

On the question of overseeding,
twenty-six out of a possible thirty-two
superintendents responded that they
overseed bentgrass during putting
green aerification. Among those twen-
ty-six superintendents, the choice
between a Spring or Fall overseeding
was equally divided. The twelve su-
perintendents that specified their
choice of bentgrass for overseeding
putting greens were equally divided
among PennCross. Penn Links, Putter
and SR 1020.

In paging back through the 1989
survey, I found that there was almost
a unanimous opinion among the su-
perintendents at that time that over-
seeding bentgrass during putting
green aerification was a waste of time
and money unless the green was sub-
stantially damaged by winterkill or dis-
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ease. How attitudes have changed!
Either we all must have found a great
new way to get overseeded bentgrass
to succeed in putting greens or we are
all desperate to introduce some "new
blood" into our putting greens. Ihave a
hunch that it is the latter.

The final survey question on the
aerification of putting greens deals
with what t like to call a "Wish List". In
other words, what would it take to
make the task of putting green aerifi-
cation more successful at your golf
course? It should come as no great
shock that most superintendents
responded with requests for more and

(Continued on page 25)
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TABLES

Scheduling of Tee Aerification in
the 1994 Wisconsin Surveys

Aerificalions
p"

Season

Month
of

aertttcatlcn'

One 16
Two 14
Three 1

MorethanThree 1

April 3
Mey 9
June 10
July 1

August 2
September 15

October 4

Values indicate number of golf courses ineach category,

'Golf courses may t>e lisled more than once in each
year,

(Continued from page 23)
better equipment. What follows is a
listing of the type of equipment that
superintendents would like to have
along with the number of superinten-
dents making that request: Verti-Drain
(9), Toro Hydroject (7), Quadra tine
capabilities (3), better aerification ma-
chines in general (B), and more equip-
ment to speed up the job (B).

Once again we see that the Verti-
Drain and Taro's Hydroject are be-
coming very popular. Additional re-
quests by the superintendents were
for better overseeding techniques, bet-
ter techniques for filling aerifier holes
and being able to aerify putting greens
when it is agronomically beneficial
rather than when it is the least offen-
sive to golfers.

Earlier in this article, I stated that it
was likely that techniques used in putt-
ing green aerification would probably
show up in our discussion of tee aerifi-
cation. Looking through the survey re-
sponses, it appears that thirteen of the
superintendents manage their tees
exactly like their putting greens when it
comes to aerification. That said, I'm
going to continue this discussion of
tee aerification without any further ref-
erences to putting green aerification.

The summary for the scheduling of
tee aerification is found in Table 5. Su-
perintendents were pretty evenly divid-
ed between one (sixteen) and two
(thirteen) tee aeritications per season.
One ambitious superintendent sched-
ules three tee aerifications per sea-
son. The one entry in the more than
three tee aerfflcations per season
belongs to the single Toro Hydroject
user. The most popular time of the
year to aerify the tees is a toss up be-
tween Spring (May and June) and Fall
(September and October). The golf
courses that aerified only once per
season were also equally divided be-

tween and Spring and Fall. Many
superintendents stated that the sched-
uling of tee aerification was not a
major issue because it can be man-
aged to limit it's impact on golfers. In
my case, I sometimes stretch out the
tee aerification process on my twenty-
seven holes for up to two weeks de-
pending on the weather and the
amount of play.

Table 6 shows us that the choice of
machines for tee aerification is fairly
even between Ryan (fifteen) and Toro
(twelve). Four superintendents make
short work of their tee aerificatlon by
using the Ryan GA-60. And finally, the
sizes of the tines used in tee aerifica-
tion seem to indicate that bigger aerifi-
er holes equal healthier tees.

For core treatment after tee aerifi-
cation, eighteen superintendents
chopped the cores and dragged them
back into the aerlfier holes and four-
teen superintendents removed the
cores. On those fourteen golf courses
where the aerifier cores were re-
moved, the choice of soil amendment
to fill the aerifier holes was evenly split
between pure sand (seven) and an
80/20 mixture (seven).

For fertilization in conjunction with
tee aerification, seventeen superinten-
dents fertilized before aerification,
seven during aerification and eight did
not fertilize based on the tee aerifica-
tion schedule. The types of fertilizer
used covered a broad spectrum: from
organic, slow release nitrogen sources
to water soluble, quick release nitro-
gen sources. The rate of nitrogen var-
ied from 0,25-1.00 pound of nitrogen
per one thousand square feet.

The seed of choice for overseeding
during tee aerification was PennCross
by a landslide. Timing of the over-
seeding slightly favored Fall (fourteen)
over Spring (ten) with eight superin-
tendents choosing not to overseed in
conjunction with tee aerification.

The "Wish List" for tee aerification
included the following requests along
with the number of superintendents
making the request: Aerify more often
(6), Verti-Drain (5), and Toro Hydroject
(3). The shortness of this list seems to
reinforce my earlier comments that
portrayed tee aerification as some-
thing far less than a situation that
would call for "Rolaids".

"Do you really have to do this to the
fairways?" That was the comment of
one of my members after he had just
finished playing through three fairways
that were in the dusty cleanup stages
following aerification. Naturally I said
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TABLE6

Tee Aerificalion Machines
and Tines Used in

the 1994 Wisconsin Surveys

Machine Tine Size

CoreMaster 2
JacobsenAeroKing 1
RyanOreensarre 15
RyanGA-60 4
Terra200 1
ToroGreensAerator 12
ToroHydroject 1

112" 15
518" 14
3/4" 6

Values inoicale number of goff course. in each catego.,.

Golfcourses may be listed mlxe than onoe in each year.

yes, and then proceeded to remind
him that 1had announced the fairway
aenfication well in advance in commit-
tee meetings, on bulletin boards and
in the monthly newsletter. He walked
away, still a bit miffed and very dusty.
I'm convinced that a scene similar to
this is being played out at most golf
courses in Wisconsin at some time dur-
ing the course of the year. Why? Be-
cause superintendents have found
that one of the best ways to meet the
growing demands placed on their fair-
way turfgrasses (both Poa annua and
bentgrass) is aggressive aerification.
Let's cut to the survey and see if I'm right.

How often do you aerify fairways?
In the survey, nineteen superinten-
dents did it once a year and the re-
maining thirteen superintendents did it
twice a year. For the nineteen golf
courses aerifying fairways once a year,
four prefer a Spring schedule and fif-
teen accomplished the task in the Fall.
For the golf courses aerifying fairways
twice a year, the scheduling was usu-
ally set for early May and mid-late Sep-
tember. Once again, we see the in-

TABLE7

Fairway Aerification Machines
and Tines Used in

the 1994 Wisconsin Surveys

Machine Tine Size

1/2" 8
518" 14
314" 13

CoreMester 2
JacobsenAeroKing 1
Rogers590 1
RyanGA·30 1
RyanGA-60 12
RyanGreensaire 2
Ryanaenuvetre 3
'rerre zco or azo 4
Tore FairwayAerator 2
ToroGreensAerator 5
ToroHydroject 1
West Poin1 6

Values indicate numoor of go" oourses in earn calego.,..

Golf courses may be listed mere lIlan onca in aach year



evltabfe consequences of sharing our
golf courses with the golfers as our fair-
way aeritication programs are squeezed
to both ends of the golf season.

Looking at the numbers in Table 7,
the Ryan GA-60 stands above the
crowd in popularity. Based on my own
experience, I can assure you that the
GA-60 merits that popularity. I pur-
chased a GA-60 two years ago and
can best describe it as an awesome
machine. During those two years it
has performed without a hitch and has
significantly improved my fairways.
The survey comments of the eleven
other superintendents that own GA-
60s were similar to mine.

To amplify the popularity of the GA-
60, I'm going to jump ahead in the fair-
way aerificatlon discussion and cover
the "Wish List". Twelve superinten-
dents indicated that the GA-60 would
be their choice for fairway aerification.
Other requests along with the number
of superintendents making the request
are as follows: Aerify in June (5), aeri-
fy more often (5), verti-Drain (4), Taro
Hydroject (3), overseed with bentgrass
(5) and top dress (1).

Before we leave Table 7, let's take
a quick look at the tine size summary
where the trend is definitely towards
the larger tines. Many superintendents
made the comment that the main pur-
pose of their fairway aerification pro-
gram was to bring as much soil to the
surface as possible in order to control
the thatch brought on by their light-
weight mowing programs.

The solution for fairway aerification
cores is solved two ways in the sur-
vey. Twelve superintendents chop up
the cores using a machine such as a
Jacobsen Turfcat with an outtront flail
mower and then drag the chopped
cores into the fairway. The remaining
twenty superintendents use some type
of drag mat to both break up and drag
in the cores. Eight golf courses have
enough debris remaining following the

dragging that a blower must be used
to clean off the fairways.

The soil amendment or top dress-
ing discussion for fairway aerification
is understandably brief. None of the
golf courses in the survey are current-
ly top dressing their fairways. If you
include approaches in this discussion,
there are three superintendents top
dressing their approaches with pure
sand and another two that are using
an 80/20 mixture.

How many golf courses are trying
to improve their fairways through over-
seeding at the time of aerification? Six
superintendents are overseeding all of
their fairways, eight are spot seeding
and eighteen do not overseed at all.
Among the fourteen overseeders, the
seed of choice was a toss up between
PennCross and PennEagle.

The decision on whether to fertilize
in conjunction with fairway aerfffcation
split the survey results right down the
middle. The half that responded affir-
mative usually fertilize one-two weeks
prior to aerification. The types of fertil-
izer used and the rates of nitrogen
applied were not specified by enough
of the superintendents to justify any
discussion.

Before we leave fairway aenfica-
tlon. I'd like to share some interesting
comments on earthworms. One super-
intendent explained how the intense
earthworm activity on his golf course
was his primary source of fairway aeri-
tication. A second superintendent stat-
ed that he did not machine aerify sev-
eral of his fairways due to the active
earthworm population. Now mind you,
I have nothing against earthworms,
and I know that earthworms are great
friends of the soil, it's just that some-
times they can make quite a mess out
of my fairways!

After all that aerification, do we still
have time for the roughs? For seven
of the superintendents in this survey,
the answer is NO; they just don't have

the time, the employees and/or the
equipment to tackle such a large scale
project. Another eleven golf courses
aerify the wear areas in their roughs.
This typically occurs in the Fall and is
accomplished with a variety of ma-
chines (fitted with ~-%"tines) and is
usually accompanied by fertilization
and overseeding.

That leaves fourteen golf courses
that aerify their roughs "Wall to Wall".
In this group, eleven aerify in the Fall,
one in the Spring and one all season
long. The machines used tend to be
low-tech, like the West Point (seven
golf courses), but the Ryan GA-60 is
used by three superintendents and
Taro Greens Aerators are used at two
golf courses. Aerifier cores are
dragged in by ten superintendents,
chopped and then dragged in at three
golf courses and just left alone on the
remaining golf course. Overseeding in
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the wear areas with blends of blue-
grasses and rye grasses is practiced
by six superintendents. And finally, six
superintendents (not necessarily the
same ones who overseed) plan the
fertilization of their roughs to coincide
with aerification.

For a rough aerltlcatlon "Wish List",
the most popular request (ten superin-
tendents) was for more time to do the
job. Other requests along with the
number of superintendents that made
the request include: Better machines
(6), Ryan GA-60 (4), Verti-Drain (2)
and Aerway (1).

OK, now what have we learned
about aerification? Well first off, we

should have all been reminded just
how important all those aerifier holes
really are! Whether they are little or
big holes, they provide the life line for
our turfgrass plants during times of
stress. Secondly, we must continue to
both beg and bully our golfers into
allowing us to aerify when il is agro-
nomically beneficial to the turfgrass
plant rather than convenient for the
golfers. And finally, even if nothing
else has been accomplished by this
article, it will provide us with an
"Aerification Benchmark" from which
we can compare today's aerification
techniques with those of both yester-
day and tomorrow. '1u'
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excellent condition, new
paint and ready to go.

$1,600

CONTACT:
Scott Schaller

South Hills G & CC
(414) 922·8455

USGA GREEN SECTION REGIONAL CONFERENCES
Thursday,March10,1994 Thursday,March24,1994

8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Meridian Hills Country Club - Indianapolis, IN Best Western/Steeplegate Inn - Davenport, IA

Theprogram will include varied golf-related topics Ofinterest to Superintendents,
Course Officials, GOlf Professionals, etc. For more information contact:

Jim Sweeney, Manager - North-Central Regional Affairs Jim Latham/Bob Vavrek - USGAGreen Section
858 Celestial Srreet e Crescent Springs, KY 41017 11431 N. Pt. Washington. Mequon,"WI 53092
Phone 606/331~4001, FAX606/331·4005 414/241-8742, FAX414/241-0974

Entire Course gasping for air?

Hanley's of Sun Prairie
will aerate it fast with
the full course
Ryan GATM30 Aerator.

The GA"" 30 Aerator from Ryan can deliver green quaiity aeration to the entire course. Variable
core spacing makes it as good on the fairways as it is on the greens and tees. You can aerate to
a depth of 3 314"with this single piece of equipment. The 18 h.p. engine produces six m.p.h. speed
for fast transport on and off the course.

Give your whole course the air it needs - Call Hanley·s.

I 1
Power Equipment & Turf Sales ~Hanley 641 W. Main Street· Sun Prairie, WI 53590 ~

• (608) 837-5111 • (608) 257-7815 ..
j Toll Free 1-800-279-1422 RYAN

DriV<:.TI fa be the best.
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